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Description

When GDAL drivers are installed as plugins (OS X GDAL framework uses plugins for some format drivers), SAGA GDAL export fails.  It

looks like it's the assumption that SAGA puts Geotiff in position #1.  But I have the ECW_JP2ECW driver installed as a plugin for GDAL

and SAGA lists ECW and Erdas JPEG2000 before Geotiff.  (it appears that only formats with write capability show up here, so my other

format plugins, MrSID and GRASS, don't appear in the list)

So, when a Processing SAGA algorithm is run, it fails when exporting the result to GDAL Geotiff because it's really trying to export to

whatever happens to be in SAGA's list position #1, Erdas JPEG2000 in my case which needs a license code to enable writing.  I've seen

another case where only 1 plugin registers, then the #1 position is VRT, which doesn't support writing.

A workaround is to disable GDAL plugins, but that also disables support for directly using those formats everywhere in QGIS and outside

QGIS.  Maybe GDAL_SKIP could be set in QGIS preferences, but you would still lose access to those formats.

Note: SAGA 2.1

Associated revisions

Revision 32d6275f - 2015-06-22 09:11 AM - Victor Olaya

[processing]changed native raster format for SAGA algorithms from tif to sdat

This eliminates the need to export to a QGIS compatible format after generating a raster output. The SDAT format is the native SAGA format, and it is

supported by GDAL, so it is also supported by QGIS. This was not used before, but now we use that to reduce the nuber of steps and provide a better

integration.

Conversion to other formats is now done by Processing itself, not by the SAGA algorithm.

fixes #10735

History

#1 - 2014-06-28 07:45 AM - Jürgen Fischer

- Target version changed from Version 2.4 to Future Release - High Priority

#2 - 2014-10-09 07:40 AM - Alexander Bruy

- Category changed from 94 to Processing/SAGA

#3 - 2015-03-08 12:19 PM - William Kyngesburye

- Affected QGIS version changed from 2.2.0 to 2.8.1

- Target version changed from Future Release - High Priority to Version 2.8.2
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This is still a serious problem and needs to be fixed.  Still present in QGIS 2.8.1 with SAGA 2.1.4.

#4 - 2015-05-14 03:02 AM - Giovanni Manghi

- Target version changed from Version 2.8.2 to Version 2.10

#5 - 2015-06-22 12:11 AM - Victor Olaya

- Status changed from Open to Closed

Fixed in changeset commit:"32d6275fa3514f4bdea61ea4919c36c47537402e".
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